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About A Chair AAC22 by Hee Welling for HAY.
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The idea behind the About A Chair collection was to develop a chair of conspicuous
simplicity. A chair which works just as well around the dining table as around a
conference table, in a canteen or at the office. The ambition of designer Hee
Welling has been to combine form, function, comfort, detail and aesthetics.
About A Chair is a family of chairs where all shells and frames can be combined but where diversity is possible without perfection being compromised.
AAC22 is a chair with solid wood base, armrests and polypropylene seat shell.
Beech plywood base with oak veneer in a matt lacquered, clear lacquered, black
stained or soaped finish.
Available with upholstered fixed seat cushion in fabrics and leathers of the
collection. Please see the links below for detailed fabric information and relevant
price categories:
Fabric cat. 1: Remix, Surface by HAY, Linara FR
Fabric cat. 2: Steelcut, Steelcut trio, Melange Nap, Olavi FR
Fabric cat. 3: Divina, Divina Melange, Divina MD, Fiord, Ruskin FR, Roden FR
Fabric cat. 4: Canvas, Hallingdal, Compound, Lila
Fabric cat. 5: Coda, Balder, Sierra leather, California leather
Leather cat. 6: Silk
Please note Romo fabrics including Linara, Olavi, Ruskin and Roden are available
in selected colours only, please view the downloadable pdf to view the specific
colours.
Also available with colour matched base and shell in Dark Brick red base/Brick
shell, and Stained Green base/Green shell. Please enquire for details.
Dimensions:
59w x 52d x 46/79cmh

Product code
HAY-AAC22
Delivery
Made-to-order: 8-10 weeks
Price
£315.00
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